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Overview

Call Number: SCM0226

Creator: Law, Annie M.

Date(s): circa 1888-1892

Physical Description: 0.02 Linear feet (1 folder)

Summary: Includes notebook and notes concerning her shell collection, ca. 1888; draft of letter to Prof. Knowlton re selling her collection, 1888; draft of letter by Fannie Law Andrews regarding death of her sister Annie M. Law and possible sale of her collection to Stanford University, 1892; and typescript copy of notes attributed to John C. Branner on Robert Edmund Law.

Language(s): The materials are in English.

Repository: Department of Special Collections and University Archives

Green Library

557 Escondido Mall

Stanford, CA 94305-6064

Email: specialcollections@stanford.edu

Phone: (650) 725-1022

URL: http://library.stanford.edu/spc

Gift of Myra Keen, 1980.

Information about Access

This collection is open for research.

Cite As

Annie M. Law Shell Collection Papers (SCM0226). Department of Special Collections and University Archives, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, Calif.

Description of the Collection

Includes notebook and notes concerning her shell collection, ca. 1888; draft of letter to Prof. Knowlton re selling her collection, 1888; draft of letter by Fannie Law Andrews regarding death of her sister Annie M. Law and possible sale of her collection to Stanford University, 1892; and typescript copy of notes attributed to John C. Branner on Robert Edmund Law.
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Branner, John Casper, 1850-1922.
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